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FILTERED VECTOR SPACES

(Abstract)

by Vlastimil DLAB

Seminaire P. DUBREIL
(Algèbre)
28e annee, 1974/75, n° 5, 6 p. 9 et 16 decembre 1974

Let K be a central subfield of a division ring F, and 

K-structure over F , we understand a finite (partially) ordered set S~~i,j,...~
together with an order preserving map from S to the lattice of all subdivision

rings of F containing K : i r~-...> F . A representation (W, Wi) of S , i. e.

an S-filtered vector space, or briefly an S-space, is a vector F-space WF to-

gether with Fi-subspaces i E S , such that i ~ j implies W. s Wj . The
category of all S-spaces (with obvious morphisms) is additive ; S is said to be

of finite type if there is only a finite number of finite dimensional indecomposa-
ble S-spaces.

Filtered vector spaces appear very naturally in the study of representations of

algebras (cf. ~ lq.~, [7 ~, [8J and [3]). However there are also other areas of mathe-
matics where they play an essential r8le. In particular, GEL’FAND and PONOMAREV
offered in [9] a conceptuel proof of Kronecker theorem on normal forms of pairs of
matrices and related results through a complete classification of the S-spaces,
where S consists of four unrelated points.

The concepts of an K-structure S and an S-space are closely related to the

concepts of a K-species and a representation of a K-species (cf. ~7~, [8~] and
~ 3’) . These embody a certain amount of information extracted from the corresponding
K-algebras which proves to be in some instances (e, g, for zero square radical or
hereditary K-algebras) sufficient to determine the behaviour of the respective mo-
dule categories (see [8], [3]).

GABRIEL’s result on characterization of all quivers of finite representation type
[7] and his proof based on the classification of "classical" K-structures (i. e.
those for which F~ = F for all i e S ) of finite type given KLEJNER, NAZAROVA
and ROSTER ~ 10 ~, ~ 11 ~, is generalized in [3J by the following theorem.

THEOREM t. - A K-structure is of f inite type if, and only if, its ’~weighted"
width is  ~. and if it does not contain any K-substructure of the following form :



~i ~ ~3~~~ ~’~~~ ~~’ ’ ~~ ~ ~ ~~

~2~~~ with ~~ ~ ~~ = ~ °

Here, In or denotes the K-structure (1  2  ...  n) with Fi = P

for all I $ I $ n or Fi = G for all i $ I $ n , respectively, N denotes the

classical K-structure (I  j > k  g) and u the disjoint union of ordered

sets.

The proof of sufficiency given in [3] is "elementary" : It is based on the decom-

position theorems for the K-structures I n (G) , In u and I1 u I2(G) with

[F : G] = 2 and for 1 (6) with [F : G] = 3 . The proof of necessity extends in
1

[ 3] to a proof of the 2nd Brauer-Thrall conjecture :

THEOREM i ’ . - If a K-structure S I£ not of finite type, then it is of strongly

unbounded type in the sense that denoting by nd the number of indeconposable S-

spaces of dimension d , nd ~ 0 for arbitrarily large d , n fl 0 and, if K

is infinite, nd 
= m for arbitrarily large d .

The proof in [ 3] uses some arguments from algebraic geometry and is to a large

extent constructive: it depends on the following simple categorical:

CONSTRUCTION. - Let @ be a Grothendieck category and I , It two its indecom-

sable objects.

(a) If 0 = W0 ~ W1 ~ ... ~ Wi-1 ~ Wi ~ ... ~ W = Umi=1 Wi for m = 1,2, ° ° ,~ is

a sequence of subobjects Wi e C of iI such that Wi/Wi-1 = I and -eve.ry morphism

I --> V/Vi_i factors through Wi/Wi-1 , then v is indecomposable.

(b) If 0 = W’0 ~ W’1 ~ ... ~ W’i-1 ~ W’i ~ ... ~ W’n = W’ is a

vi e " of ’.i’ such that = I’ , and if I E I’ , then v 

The following theorem generalizing Gabriel’s classification of quivers [7] can be

deduced from the above classification of the filtered vector spaces (see [ 3]).

THEOREM 2. - A K-species is of finite type if, and only if, its diagram is a

finite disjoint ,Union Of, Dynkin diagrams. A K-species which is not of finite type
is of strongly unbounded type.

k case-by-case inspection reveals immediately that the numbers of indecomposable

representations of a K-species corresponding to a particular Dynkin diagram equals

to it&#x26; number Of positive roots. An explanation of this phenomenon is offered by an

elegant method Of Coxeter functors deviced by BERN0160TEJN, GEL’FAND and PONOMAREV

lll t These are endofunctors in the (abelian) category L(Q) of all representations

of a K-spesies Q Which allow, in the case when the diagram of Q is Dynkin, to

construct all indecomposable representations from the simple representations in the

same way aS Coxeter transformations allow to construct all positive roots from the



simple ones (for this general result see [5], or [4]). The method of Coxeter func-
tors was also successfully applied in [5] to all extended Dynkin diagrams. In com-

bination with the recent results of RINGEL in one can substantially improve

theorem 2 ; we shall formulate the result, without loss of generality, for "irre-

ducible" K-species (cf. [13] for representations of quivers).

THEOREM 3.

(i) A K-species Q is of f inite type if and only if its diagram r is a Dynkin

diagram. The dimension function induces a bijection between the indecomposable re-

presentations of Q and the positive roots of r.

(ii) A K-species Q is of tame (classifiable) type if, and only if, its diagram
r is an extended Dynkin diagram. The dimension function induces a bijection between

the discrete indecomposable representations of Q and the positive roots of r.

The subcategory of all homogeneous representations i.s a product of uniserial sub-

categories with a single simple object ; their dimension types are integral multi-

ples of a f ixed vector.

Thus, all other K-species Q are of wild (non-classifiable) type in the sense
that there exists a full axact embedding of the category of all finite-dimensional

modules over the free associative algebra generated by two variables over some com-
mutative field K’ into the category S(Q) of all representations of Q . The

term "tame" in the formulation of the last theorem is, of course, used in the sense

"not finite and not wild".

The last result demonstrates clearly the trichotomy (in contrast to Brauer-Thrall
dichotomy) which dominates the theory of representation of K-species, and thus

also of K-algebras.

Now, the results on K-species of finite type obtained in this elegant way can

easily be translated back to K-structures, i. e, we can deduce from here the clas-

sification of K-structures of finite type (theorem 1). An obvious question, still
open in general, is to classify K-structures of tame type. The first step in this

direction, was recently obtained by NAZAROVA for "classical" K-structures

(cf. also [2]).

THEOREM 4. - A "classical" K-structure is of tame type if, and only if , its

width is  5 and if it does not contain any K-substructure of the following form 1



NAZAROVA’s proof of theorem 4 is based on the generalized notion of "differentia-

tion" of [11] and on the results obtained 

The applications of the theory of filtered vector spaces to some problems of

linear algebra given by GEL’FAND and PONOMAREV in [9] can be extended to "non-

classical" situation. A typical problem in this direction is the classification of

all real linear transformations between two exemples vector spaces. Here, we have a

complex vector space X x Y filtered by two complex subspaces X x 0 and 0 x Y

together with a real subspace : the graph of the transformation. This problem can

be translated to the problem of classification of all indecomposable representa-

tions of the R-species (C , C , C ~ C ) and, using methods developed in [16]
one can establish (see ~6~}) : 

~* 

J~i J~ "~"i.

THEOREM 5. - An indecomposable real linear transformation between two complex
vector spaces can be brought, by a suitable choice of bases, to one of the fol-

lowing f our types :



Here, Ea , E and E . are matrices (10 0a) , (00 ) and

(ab b-a) , respectively. Every real linear transformation between two complex vector
spaces is a product (unique up to the order of factors) of the linear transforma-
tions of the type (i)-(iv).

One should perhaps add that the proof of theorem 5 provides also an immediate ar~-

gument which yields Jordan normal form and Kronecker normal form of pairs of ma-

trices.
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